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Abstract: Crediting is the one of the priority area in bank activities and is the most risk-laden activity. Therefore,
matters assessment and management of credit risk are the most important parts of financial stability analysis
and capability of bank. The paper reveals credit risks, assessment methods and ways of credit risk management
in commercial banks. The research justifies and discloses the substance of dynamic reserving.
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INTRODUCTION RESULTS

Outstanding Russian scientists, whose works were The results of research. Research of the credit risk
dedicated  to  development  of  credit  risk  assessment essense has been performed and placed in the credit risk
and analysis, are the following: N. Valentseva, G. structure;
Korobov, L. Krasavina, O. Lavrushin, I. Mamonova, N.
Sokolinskaya, V. Usoskin, E. Utkin, Z. Shirinskaya, Credit risk management system has been studied and
A.Tavasiyeva and others. structure of its elements has been proved;

The works of Sh. Abdilmanova, A.Adambekova, U. Credit risk internship was performed the Republic of
Iskakov, R. Kamshibaev, N.Khamitova, A. Chelekbai, B. Kazakhstan in regulated banks of the Republic of
Chumachenko, L. Kornilova and others can be singled out Kazakhstan;
among Kazakh scientists. On the basis of analysis of domestic and foreign

MATERIALS AND METHODS generalized and disclosed. 

The purpose of the research is disclosure the Main Part: In the context of unstable economic
essence and ways of credit risk management and enviroment, and also due to reduction of commercial bank
development in the direction of improvement of credit risk funding base, profitability decrease, interchange
management in domestic banks. To accomplish purpose increased competition, credit risk minimization study
desired, the following main tasks have been set: emerges full blown.

To disclose the essence and place for credit risk as various discriminations. For instance, E.F. Zhukov defines
part of bank risks; “credit risk as a risk of borrower’s non-payment of
To examine main elements of credit risk management principal  amount  of  loan  and interest due to  creditor”
systems; [1, p.208].
To perform practice analysis of the credit risk In O.I. Lavrushin, the leading  scientist’s  opinion,
assessment; the credit risk is risk of loan non-execution to credit
To research ways of improving credit risk organization by the third party [2, p.30]. This risk also
management of commercial banks. means that payment can be withhold. This risk means that

experience dynamic reserving positive role has been

The matter of defining the essense of credit risk has
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payments may be withheld or performed followed by the Common trend in risk reduction is embodied through
possibility to cause cash flow problems and affect bank commercial bank in different ways in terms of available
liquidity balefully. competitive advantage as well as of current financial

The main types of credit risk are borrower risk, condition. Each group of banks has certain risk profile
deprecation risk and credit portfolio risk. with specific vulnerability and susceptibility indicators to

Borrower risk is a possibility, that the borrower does shock situations. Borrowing policy of the 1st group of
not fulfill obligations under one’s loan contract. Borrower banks is aimed to support the current level of loan
risk includes 3 (three) types of sub risks: portfolio and to reduce extra potential loss at it to a

Presettlement risk is exposure to loss as the borrower greater extent. Loan portfolio of regulated banks increases
refuses to fulfill one’s obligations during the term of deal only by 0.8% for 9 (nine) months of 2012; it was fostered
validity unless accounts are settled. by reduction of share of floated loans due to the low

Account risk relates to the possibility that the cash credit activity and increase of non-performing loan
is not delivered at the accounts settlement under deal volume (Table 1).
(money pressure, operating upsets etc.). Along with that the volume of interest accrued had

Close-out risk is a risk, when the borrower does not been increased, but not of interest received according to
fulfill one’s obligations on time or fulfills but in bad time. credits offered by regulated banks (Table 2): 

`Depreciation risk is a risk of loss, related to Statistics of tables 1 and 2 shows the problems are
reduction in hypothecation market value, impossibility of poor quality of loan portfolio as well as low profitability.
coming into ownership, improper collateral execution, loss They are the ones that are considered as the 1  group
of software, inability to fulfill obligations of the Guarantor bank vulnerability factors and restrict the potential of its
and / or the insurer, etc. quantum growth in market of bank services.

Credit portfolio risk is an unbalanced funds The 2  group banks against the large financial
appropriation risk between regions and borrowers, etc. institutions problems that have run credit pursue an

The problem of low quality of the loan portfolio and active borrowing policy, targeted towards Kazakhstan
undiversified funding base force the domestic banks to market representation, mainly by means of increasing of
increase lending primarily in a "short" and lucrative retail large business lending and enterprise lending particularly.
market in order to obtain an acceptable level of Banks of this group effectively increased credit portfolio
profitability. Specified problems burdened mostly large, for 9 (nine) months 2012 (increase of 29.9%) and its share
primarily domestic banks whose ability to maintain the of group assets increased for 4.1 pp. Competitive
required level of profitability in an inactive credit activities advantage available, prime quality of credit portfolio, in
are limited, in contrast to the foreign banks, capable of a particular, low operating expenses, the availability of
more aggressive and flexible strategy for the financial cheap funding sources as well as business reputation and
services market. image of banks of this group enable great competitive

In order to analyze the current parameters of the pressure on banks and receive good stable financial
banking market National Bank divided commercial banks results.
in the following groups: It is important to note high credit activity of the 3

The first group consists of four major banks that group banks, under which credit portfolio of the group for
have similar characteristics to the portfolio, development 9 (nine) months 2012 went up by 17.4%. At the same time
strategies, length of stay in the banking market credit policy of the banks of this group is focused mainly
( Kazkommertsbank  JSC, Halyk Bank of Kazakhstan on section of retail lending, which growth first and
JSC, ATFBank  JSC, Bank CenterCredit  JSC). foremost high-risk and unsecured loans ensure. The given

The second group consists of large and medium- policy allows receiving the interest margin comparable to
sized foreign banks ( Citybank  JSC, HSBC Bank the 2  group foreign banks per unit of performing assets.
Kazakhstan  JSC, RBS (Kazakhstan)  JSC, BS Sberbank Generally banks with low quality credit portfolio and
JSC, BO VTB Bank (Kazakhstan)  JSC, SB Alpha Bank without large foreign financial institutions standing as the
JSC). shareholders are able to maintain a comparable yield

The third group consists of other media-sized banks, under major financial operations, but its strategy aims
including the ones with domestic capital ( Nurbank  JSC, largely to realize short-term profit.
Tsesnabank  JSC, KaspiBank  JSC, Eurasian Bank , Aggressive credit policy aimed to increase borrowing

JSC Alliance Bank  JSC, Temirbank  JSC). The fourth as well as to get high yield is feature of the 4  group
group bank consists of other banks. banks,  whereof substantial  increase  of  credit  portfolio

st

nd

rd

nd

th
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Table 1: Change in credit portfolio and non-performing loan volume for 9 (nine) of 2012 broken down by group of banks of the Republic of Kazakhstan
Percent rate of change in  credit Percent rate of change in non-performing Contribution of group to Contribution of group to the

Group portfolio according to the group loans according to the group the credit portfolio increase  non-performing loan increase
1 2 3 4 5
Group 1 0.85% 7.47% 0.55% 5.29%
Group 2 29.90% 9.57% 2.38% 0.18%
Group 3 17.38% 0.98% 4.11% 0.26%
Group 4 51.91% 28.89% 1.81% 0.25%
Note: This table was drawn according to the data from the National bank of the RK (Republic of Kazakhstan)

Table 2: Asset profile divided according to the group of banks of the Republic of Kazakhstan for 9 (nine) months of 2012 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
----------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------

Earning assets 01/2012 10/2012 01/2012 10/2012 01/2012 10/2012 01/2012 10/2012
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Deposits and correspondent accounts  12.9  15.0  35.9  29.6  6.0  4.4  30.0  27.8 
Borrowings and repo transactions  60.6  60.1  48.4  52.5  62.6  66.7  48.2  54.6 
Stock and derivatives  11.1  9.3  11.2  13.4  14.0  12.6  14.0  9.6 
The ratio of interest margin to 
non-earning average assets  4.55  4.74  5.35  5.87  5.52  5.65  8.95  9.50 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
----------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------

Non-earning assets 01/2012 10/2012 01/2012 10/2012 01/2012 10/2012 01/2012 10/2012
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Accrued commission  9.0  9.2  0.5  0.5  8.5  8.1  2.1  1.9 
Cash and precious metals  2.6  2.6  1.5  1.6  2.7  2.8  1.2  1.6 
Fixed capital and intangible assets  3.4  3.2  1.8  1.6  3.6  3.3  2.7  2.7 
Sundry debtors  0.5  0.5  0.7  0.8  2.8  2.2  1.8  1.8 
Note: This table was drawn according to the data from the National bank of the RK

(increase by 51.9% from 01/01/2012) and the high interest at 01/10/2012 amounts to only 20.4% and the ratio of the
margin per unit of revenue producing assets (9.5%) prove. 2  group standard loans is 37.3%. That said, the ratio of
A the same time high level of margin against the active non-performing loans in loan portfolio of restructured
credit operations and more significant growth of non- banks, which fall under the 3  group on 01.10.2012
performing loans than of the whole system are indicative amounts to 46.7% and ratio of standard loans is 18.7%.
of assets of higher risk return in these bank portfolio The ratio of non-performing loans for other banks of the
prompting statement that realized profit is potentially 3  group amounts to 14.6%, and the ratio of standard loan
unstable. is 47.6%.

Quality of loan portfolio becomes one of the main At the same time, standing of the 1  group is more
competitive advantages in market of bank services as far vulnerable because they have lower ratio of “performing”
as a small percentage of non-performing assets in bank loans producing income, which puts pressure on yield
credit portfolios allows receiving more interest margin per and further development of these banks in the aggregate
unit of assets-in-place, more flexible approaching with high level of expenses for provision building on
formation financial product price and minimize expenses classified loans (Table 4).
to develop provisions and asset recovery. The large share Banks of the 2  group in virtue of selective credit
of low quality loan portfolio localized in banks of the 1 activity focused on procurement of heavy borrowers havest

and the 3  group, in banks renegotiating its own effective competitive advantage in the terms of expenserd

obligations particularly (Table 3). dimensions for provision building by means of credit
Credit risk concentration in these banks stems from portfolio of good quality. Proportion of standard loans of

more aggressive credit policy pursued by them in pre- foreign banks amounted to 74.9 %, ratio of non-
crisis period and from high level of assumed risk at performing loans in credit portfolio amounted to 5.4%.
imperfect system of its evaluation. As of 01/10/2012 the That said, cost for 9 (nine) months of 2012 concerning
ratio of non-performing loans in credit portfolio of banks provision building to gross income amounted to 13.2 %,
of the 1  and the 3  group amounts to 31.5% and 26.1%, which is lowest index in comparison with other bankst rd

respectively, whereas ratio of the 1  group standard loans groups.st

nd

rd
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Table 3: Structure of credit portfolio of bank of the RK divided in groups and ratio of provisions built according to portfolio for 9 (nine) months of 2012
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
----------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- -----------------------------

Index name 01/2011 10/2012 01/2011 10/2012 01/2011 10/2012 01/2011 10/2012
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Conventional loans  20.4  20.4  75.6  74.9  37.3  37.3  71.3  73.6 
The 1  doubtful loans  16.5  14.5  10.7  11.2  16.0  18.9  10.1  9.5 st

The 2  doubtful loans  5.6  5.5  0.0  0.0  11.2  13.0  5.1  0.8 nd

The 3  doubtful loans  20.9  20.1  7.2  7.7  3.5  3.4  5.4  2.2 rd

The 4  doubtful loans  7.0  8.0  0.1  0.7  1.8  1.4  1.2  8.1 th

The 5  doubtful loans  14,2  13.4  1.9  0.5  8.4  5.5  1.8  1.2 th

NPA  15,4  18.1  4.5  4.9  21.9  20.5  5.0  4.6 
Provision ratio of credit portfolio of group 26% 29% 5% 5% 29% 26% 8% 8%
Note: This table was drawn according to the data of the National bank of the RK 

Table 4: structure of revenues and expenses divided in group of banks of the RK for 9 (nine) months of 2012
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4
---------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------------

Index name 10/2011 10/2012 10/2011 10/2012 10/2011 10/2012 10/2011 10/2012
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Ratio of expenses for provision building to gross income 29.2 22.8 38.9 40.4 30.2 36.7 41.3 40.8
Ratio of income of provision recovery to gross income -16.4 -11.8 -12.3 -14.3 -18.1 -21.1 -10.9 -11.1
Ratio of non interest-rate expenses to gross income 39.3 39.0 29.7 46.5 22.0 29.2 44.1 28.1
Ratio of non interest-rate income to gross income -42.9 -40.5 -36.9 -53.8 -29.0 -32.7 -57.7 -35.5
Ratio of interest expenses to gross income 31.5 38.2 31.4 13.1 47.7 34.1 14.6 31.1
Ratio of interest income to gross income -38.7 -44.1 -35.5 -13.2 -53.5 -38.5 -19.5 -40.1
Ratio of net profit to gross income 2.05 3.61 15.35 18.71 -0.65 7.73 11.95 13.18
Note: This table was drawn according to the date of the National bank of the RK

Banks of the 2  group in virtue of selective credit system process aimed to adequate management decision-nd

activity focused on procurement of heavy borrowers have making that ensures predicting of risk events impending
effective competitive advantage in the terms of expense and adoption of specific measures for credit risk
dimensions for provision building by means of credit avoidance or reduction.
portfolio of good quality. Proportion of standard loans of Risk management system is the process, including
foreign banks amounted to 74.9 %, ratio of non- four basic elements: evaluation, measurement, risk
performing loans in credit portfolio amounted to 5.4%. control and monitoring.
That said, cost for 9 (nine) months of 2012 concerning Successful banking business should rely on correct
provision building to gross income amounted to 13.2 %, understanding of credit risk and its evaluation methods.
which is lowest index in comparison with other bank Evaluation is permanently performed and should be aimed
groups. to detect current credit risks and the ones, occurring at

Strategy of credit expansion of the 4  group banks in credit expansion and development of new credit productsst

section of retail lending has negative effect their rate of and services.
expenses for creating provisions respectively. Instruments for measuring risk that are used by bank

Credit risk management policy in banks is developed must show; credit risk measuring instruments that are
under the laws and the regulations of the Republic of used whereby should be evaluated occasionally.
Kazakhstan, internal documents and accredited practice Risk level aptitude to changes determines necessity
of risk management. Credit risk management process is to control its movement, constant control and
permanently implemented in the course of daily fieldwork monitoring. Monitoring of loss directly because of credit
by ensuring internal audit of credit operations, credit risk occurrence suppose each event analysis, description
operation and appropriate management and financial of nature and reasons, which lead to risk realization in
statements analysis reports. specific situation. Monitoring and risk control is

Risk management means system of bank stock risk performed during the whole period since detected and
limitng aimed to carry out development strategies, reduced. Certain borrower’s credit risk control is
anticipated profit strategies and current fixed job performed during the whole period since bank loan
guarantee. In our opinion, credit risk management is agreement was concluded till repayment. 
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Changing the conditions of the borrower changes the applicable to such requirements being appropriate for the
level of credit risk, which requires changes in the level of risk within the standardized approach. In cases
assessment of the Bank's loan portfolio. This requirement when the Bank determines that the level of risk inherent in
is achieved by assessing credit portfolio on its present such requirements, especially if they have no rating,
value, taking into account the dynamics of the individual significantly higher than the risk weights assigned to
borrower's credit risk; assessment of the fair value of them, the Bank should provide a higher level of credit risk
loans issued. Credit exposure can vary depending on when  assessing  the overall level of capital adequacy”
some random events in the future. Constant monitoring [3].
and control of the risk management objectives of which is `The credit risk management system organization
to monitor the implementation of standards limit the risk defines a set of measures to prevent the possibility of
of the persons responsible for making risky decisions, losses in the Bank's lending activities that reduce the
analysis of the current values ??of the credit risk for a impact of credit risk. The main methods of credit risk
dangerous approach to the critical indicators have just management are:
been realizing within the present stage of credit risk
management. Insurance (guarantee);

Methods to determine the borrower’s financial Hedging;
condition for the purpose of classification are defined by Self-insurance (reservation);
internal documents of the Bank, which include the order, Diversification (distribution);
method, frequency (usually at least once a quarter), Minimizing (restriction, limitation);
methods of assessing financial standing, the list of Evasion [4, 67].
necessary documents and otherwise acceptable
information to determine the borrower’s (debtor’s, co- Insurance is a form of resources reserving in advance
borrower’s) financial position as well as internal for compensation for the expected signs of credit risks.
documents of the Bank. Economic essence is the creation of a reserve, in which

Each qualitative system assessment of credit risks allowances for an individual insured are considerably less
and credit risks management system is based generally on amount of expected loss and insurance compensation.
the credit rating system e.g. a system of classification of Thus, credit risk is transferred from the insured to the
debtors, issuers or counterparties, operations and insurer.
projects on the level of credit risk. Therefore, rating Hedging is a reduction or complete elimination of
system is a formal methodology for categorizing debtors credit risk by transferring risk from one person to another.
or operations to certain classes. Hedging is a form of insurance against potential losses by

Credit rating can be built from the source evaluation means of consummation of a balancing transaction. As
of credit risk (the debtor) (for example, frequently insurance, hedging requires the diversion of additional
published ratings of banks), or the operation or evaluation resources. It is performed by off-balance sheet
project e.g. credit risk carrier. An interim solution could be transactions with derivative financial instruments –
a source rating risk (debtor) to show some type of forwards, futures, options and swaps.
operations (for example, loans, securities) or the urgency Self-insurance (reservation) provides for the
of the alleged operations: short-term, long-term. A establishment of relations between the potential risk and
probability of default or a set of probabilities of moving is magnitude of funds that are necessary to eliminate the
attached to other classes and credit migration is attached consequences of the risk. In other words, the reservation
to each class (value) within the rating when assessing the is a creation of their own reserve funds to cover
risks. It is also possible to be attached to particular values unexpected losses arising from the risks in order to
of the distribution of possible losses in credit rating (if the maintain the smooth operation of the Bank. 
rating is built for operations and projects). Consequently, in our opinion, insurance or

In accordance with the requirements of the Basel reservation does not aim to reduce the probability of risk
Committee "banks should develop techniques that allow but to recover material and financial losses of the
them to assess the credit risk with respect to the manifestation of the risks. 
requirements for individual borrowers or counterparties as Diversification (distribution) is a distribution on
well as on a portfolio level. Banks should assess different lines of credit, which are loosely linked together;
requirements, regardless of whether they have or not mobilization of resources from various, not independent
rating and determine whether the risk weights are sources;
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Minimizing (restriction, limitation) is an active losses in the event of a default, M (Maturity) is a length
dynamic credit risk management, which aims to prevent of loan, EAD (exposure at default) – the amount of funds
excessive risk by dynamic adjusting the main parameters at risk. 
of the system; Default is the key feature of credit risk and its most

Avoidance (risk avoidance) is a refusal of credit visible manifestation. The encyclopedia of financial risk
project that is associated with an unacceptably high level management defines it as "a non-defaulting counterparty
of risk. by the inability or unwillingness of the conditions of the

Increased attention to this issue has led to the loan agreement or market transaction" [5, p. 362].
creation of separate principles of credit risk management Credit risk management strategy has been
systems in the Basel Committee on banking supervision. strengthening the Bank's goal of credits granting,
One of the main requirements of the Basel Committee of determines priority areas of credit, guidelines for quality
the Bank's capital lies in keeping its risks that need to be of loans, its revenue and growth in the loan portfolio,
able to decide when to make capital requirements to taking into account the cyclical aspects of the economy,
ensure the reliability of the Bank. That said, non-return of reflects the Bank's risk limits that are valid for and level of
single loans will not cause damage to the Bank, if it can be profitability.
offset by reserves, deducted under the expected loss on The main directions of monetary policy of the
credit operations (Expected Loss, EL). The Committee has Republic of Kazakhstan to the year 2013 indicated that the
always advocated changes in accounting standards expansion of long-term crediting of the real economy is
towards the concept of expected losses (EL) and fully limited by the quality of the credit portfolio of banks
supported the initiative of the international accounting among other things, since the high proportion of non-
standards Board (IASB) to approach the expected losses. performing loans has forced banks to form significant
The goal, which is to improve the quality of financial amounts of provisions [6]. It is expected that by the year
reporting to interested parties, including the supervisory of 2013 the main volume of transfer assets to bad loans to
authorities. In addition, there is a chance of losing a large the Fund (FIC) and the organizations purchasing
part of the assets in loan portfolio, which lead to the questionable and non-performing assets (OPQNA).
bankruptcy of the Bank. These losses are called Moreover, the National Bank of the Republic of
unexpected losses (Unexpected loss, UL). Accordingly, Kazakhstan had initiated a number of amendments to the
you should evaluate from both sides when analyzing present legislation, providing for the extension of tax relief
credit risk, both EL and UL. The expected losses are on income from recovery provisions when the Bank bad
determined by the probabilities of defaults by borrowers, debt forgiveness in the year 2013, as well as a review of
companies as well as on the values of the loans approaches to taxation by transferring assets to OPQNA.

The amount of expected losses directly affect the In order to promote administrative year from 2013 in
profits of credit product, because you have to pay the terms of measures of earlier response thresholds in
sum insured into the liquid reserve fund with each loan, percentage of non-performing loans in banks are
this amount should be not less than the amount of implemented for no more than 20% since the January 1,
unexpected loss EL portfolio also indirectly affects the 2013 and not more than 15% since January 1, 2014 years.
profit from lending activity because it defines its own In case of exceeding the set of threshold values for the
level of reliability and credit portfolio of the Bank as a Bank, the Bank shall be drawn up and agreed with the
whole. Own level of reliability of conformance at risk National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan (Committee
capital (own economic capital) could allow unexpected of control and supervision of financial market and
losses that can occur with a probability of complements financial organizations) plan, in which the regulator will
to complete the probability level of reliability. assess the adequacy of the Bank's actions on the use of

The Basel Committee in their demands towards the cleaning tools, including write-offs of bad debt
banks find the introduction of internal rating procedures forgiveness, the transfer of assets to the OQNA and sell
of Bank borrowers necessary as well as loan products, loans in the FIC.
which implies the ability to assess the magnitude of the In order to implement the main provisions of the
risk of loss. It is, above all, PD-annual probability of concept of development of the financial sector of the
default of the borrower with a known date of calculation, Republic of Kazakhstan in the post-crisis period the
LGD (Loss given default) is a medium proportion expected National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan from the end
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of the year 2011, work is under way to discuss the recent Credit overgrowth limiting by using binding rules of
recommendations of the Basel Committee for improving dynamic provision, dependent on the growth of
capital adequacy and the shift towards share capital, the credit portfolio;
introduction of new tools and approaches of liquidity Containment of arrears through its decommissioning
reserves of banks of the second level. The latest in the times of crisis at the expense of previously
recommendations of the Basel Committee considered at accumulated dynamic reserves [9, p. 70].
meetings of the Council on financial stability and financial
market of the Republic of Kazakhstan. In accordance with the Rules of determining the

The methods of provision calculation continue to be aggregate measure, estimate and its size, justification and
improved by means of transition from regulation of excuse of bad debt on credit (loan), approved by
minimum provisions on specific assets to oversee the resolution of the Board of the National Bank of the
minimum reserves for anticipated (expected) losses in the Republic of Kazakhstan No. 185 of November 25, 2011,
loan portfolio quality. maximum size ratio of the total bad debt excused loan

From the year of 2013 onwards, classification of (loans) to the aggregate rate is 0.1 [10]. That said, the
assets of commercial banks is held on the basis of the aggregate is equal to the sum of the outstanding (at the
level of credit risk, and the size of generated reserves will beginning of the calendar year) principal debt on credits
be determined by the expected losses on loans and the (loans).
creation of dynamic reserves [7]. The Special Commission
will be formed under IFRS, the expected loss reserves on CONCLUSION
Basel II and the difference between expected losses and
special provisions will be covered by reserves for home Uncollectable bill under this Rule refer to the debt on
equity accounts. the credit (the loan) whereon the size of the reserves

The concept of dynamic provisions based on the formed in accordance with the IFRS and with the
experience of the Bank of Spain allows to increase the requirements of the legislation of the Republic of
requirements for provision (reserve) building if potential Kazakhstan on accounting and financial reporting is 100
losses occur in a period of economic growth that allows percent or more. However, bad debts do not include debt,
you to depreciate the hidden credit risk during the related parties or third parties provided with by bank for
economic downturn followed by the deterioration in the obligations of the related parties as defined in accordance
quality of credit portfolio and the increase in the with the tax code of the Republic of Kazakhstan.
appropriations for the creation of special commissions by In our opinion, dynamic provisioning will provide
using dynamic provision (reserve) fund. more stable position for the banking system of

As some researchers think, the Bank begins to create Kazakhstan under the post-crisis development of the
dynamic reserves of credit boom at the time of the economy. The introduction of dynamic provisions will
dynamic approach unless the period when the credit have a balancing effect on both, the financial results and
squeeze begins [8 p. 77]. The Bank losses in this period the equity capital of banks of the second level.
are offset by the previously created dynamic reserves and In conclusion, it may be noted that in the process of
through standard, formed during the period of overdue crediting, the Bank and the client accept some rules of the
indebtedness. Thus, at the time of the dynamic approach game and depend on to some extent each other's
as a result of reserve deduction smoothing of financial behavior. One such regulation may be considered by the
trust banks result occurs, and there is no impact on Bank's willingness to take the risk and take into account
shareholders' equity. the possibility of its realization. The National Bank

Dynamic reserves will be able to perform three recently increasingly tightening requirements on
functions In terms of the banking regulation and commercial banks and monitors the lending situation. If
supervision: the National Bank believes that credit is issued with

insufficient collateral and a high risk of default, the result
Reduction of pressure on profits and capital of credit will be just one for the Bank and that is to create financial
institutions in the times of the credit contraction by reserves that can reach the size of the loan, and these are
boosting the backup load during the credit boom, the significant costs that could result in eventual losses.
which ensures the long-term stability of the banking It is commonly known that the losses are known to cause
sector; the sad result. Therefore, we can and should manage risk
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consciously and one of the main tasks of the Bank 6. Principal directions of monetary policy of the
activities is to achieve an optimal balance between the Republic of Kazakhstan for the year of 2013.
credit risk, which he accepts, and the income realized for www.nationalbank.kz
the risk as well as in minimizing the potential negative 7. The 2  level bank regulation of dynamic reserve and
effects of risks on the financial position of the Bank. establishing the minimum size of a dynamic reserve,
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